We consider a Double Random Phase Encoding (DRPE) Encryption/Decryption system in which the image encryption/decryption process is performed numerically. In this paper we present a key-space analysis of the (DRPE) algorithm which is used to encrypt two dimensional (2-D) images. We map the assiocated error for every phase-key in the key-space of a particular system to get a visual representation of the spread of phase-keys for the system and so assess it's security from a key-space perspective.
INTRODUCTION
Major technological advances in both computer technology and global communications have occurred in the last 50 years. Cryptography 1,2,3,4 and information security have been recognised as an important fields by governments and armies throughout history. In the digital information age access to powerful computers brings with it an increased demand for information security. With this demand for secure communication, faster and more powerful encryption systems are being continually developed. Optical encryption 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ,10 is such a system. Optical encryption is a particularly interesting method of encryption as it offers the possibility of high-speed parallel encryption of image data. Newly available low cost technology such as high quality spatial light modulators (SLMs), high resolution digital cameras (CCDs) and powerful desktop computers have made optical encryption physically realisable One such method of optical encryption is Double Random Phase Encoding 5 (DRPE).
DRPE was originally proposed by Refregier and Javidi 5 in 1995 and is a unique method of optically encoding an image, (see figure 1) . The primary input image, X, is encoded to stationary white noise by the use of two statistically independent random phase keys and two Fourier transforms. One key is placed in the input domain and the other key is placed in the Fourier domain, (see figure 2 for an optical implementation of DRPE). The method can be numerically simulated by means of matrices of discrete values and the fast Fourier transform (FFT). In our study we are concerned only with the intensity of the output image. Therefore in this encryption system the random key located at the Fourier plane serves as the only decryption key to the system. Since only the output intensity is required the output phase can be discarded. In a physical implementation of this optical encryption system it is necessary to capture the full field information, amplitude and phase. This introduces a problem. Charged coupled device (CCD) cameras can only capture the intensity of a wave field so digital holographic 11, 6, 12, 13 techniques need to be employed to extract a representation of the complex wave field. These digital holographic techniques may involve the inclusion of a reference beam which is
Fourier Lens ψ interfered with the information beam, or object beam, and the resulting interference fringes are created and captured in the plane of the CCD camera. Phase retrieval techniques 14, 15 are then used to recover a representation of the phase.
Although this encryption system is an optical operation such systems have been implemented numerically in a computer. The analysis of the system under study in this paper was carried out numerically.
An algorithm's key-space is a set of all the possible keys that can be used to initialise that algorithm. For instance, a simple combination lock with three dials, each with ten digits, has a key-space of one thousand keys. The number of possible combinations that can be tried on an encryption system is the size of the key-space and the key that decrypts or open the system must lie in that key-space. In an ideal encryption algorithm only one key would decrypt the encoded message and every other key would give an error of 100%, i.e. the decryption would contain no useful information and be completely uncorrelated from the input image. However, this is not the case with the DRPE algorithm. As we show in our results there are typically several keys which will decrypt the encoded message to error levels as low as 10%.
We represent the algorithm's key-space as a histogram in terms of the number of keys which decrypt an encoded message to given error levels. An analysis on the key-space for large image systems is computationally insurmountable due to the large number of keys in the key-space. We therefore carry out our analysis for small input images and extrapolate our results for larger input images, under certain assumed conditions. By mapping the decrypting error across the entire key-space we can provide an analysis of the strength of the optical encryption algorithm.
Whereas a review of the different existing optical encryption method has been carried out in the past 16 , to date, to the best of our knowledge, no one has carried out this type of key-space analysis of the DRPE algorithm. This type of analysis may have been neglected as impractical due to the size of the key-space involved. For instance, a random phase key with 4 quantisation levels between 0 to 2π and 10×10 pixels has 1.6×10 60 unique solutions. For large dimensions the sheer volume of phase keys would imply that the key-space would appear infinite and checking every key would be an improbability. However, by performing this analysis for small phase keys, with pixel sizes such as 2×2, 3×3, 4×4 and 5×5 we hope to identify certain trends in key space which, if consistent across all experiments, might reasonably be assumed to be consistent in larger random key-spaces. Using this knowledge we may be able to limit our search of the key space when trying to break this encryption system. Our analysis is based on the key-space of the encryption system. The key to the system is the phase-masks needed to decrypt the system. In this system our key is the phase-mask R2 the phase key in the Fourier plane, see figure 1 , as it is the only phase-mask of interest to us. We are only interested in R2 because we required the output intensity of the image and whereas R1 is necessary to encrypt the original image it is not necessary to decrypt the image because the output amplitude to the system is simply squared to find the intensity and the phase associated with R1 is lost. Therefore the number of keys in the key-space is determined by the resolution of the phase key, R2.
The resolution is made up of:
1) The key dimensions in pixels and
2) The number of phase quantisation levels used in the phase key i.e. a system with a phase key that has a resolution of M N × pixels with Q quantisation levels has a key space with 
ERROR ANALYSIS
In our analysis the encryption/decryption process is performed numerically. This set-up utilises the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and each pixel is represented by a single complex value in the computer. This would assume a 100% fill factor on the discrete virtual optical elements which otherwise could not be realised using conventional SLMs. This assumption can be tolerated beings as it is the nature of the DRPE algorithm under study here and not the non-ideality introduced by the physical limitations of SLMs.
The Error that we use to quantify the decrypting ability of a certain phase-mask is the normalised root mean squared (NRMS) error. The error, NRMS, in the decrypted image is calculated using the following equation:
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RESULTS
The following test was carried out using a 3×3 image with four quantisation levels. Therefore there are 262,144 possible unique phase-masks in the key-space for this system. The possible values for the phase mask levels are 2π × [0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75]. It should be note that 0 and 1 or 0 and 2π correspond to the same value.
In this study we are concerned only with the intensity of the output image and therefore the phase mask R1 is not necessary for decryption as at the output the image is squared and the phase information is lost. The original image is encrypted by a random chosen phase-mask from the key-space and is subsequently decrypted by every possible phasemask and the NRMS error associated with each phase-mask is recorded. Figure 3 shows the original image and R2. 
The system was decrypted using every single phase-key in the key-space and the error of the decrypted output image was recorded. Figure 4 shows the NRMS error for the entire key-space of this system. As we move along the x-axis of the graph we are trying different phase-keys and logging the error that each of these keys produces. As is indicated by the four circles there are exactly four phase-masks which perfectly decrypt the encrypted image. There are many phasekeys that decrypt the image to an error under 0.2. Figure 4 . This is a plot of the NRMS error of each mask in the order that it was tested figure 4 however it is easier to see the spread of phase-keys. The system under study uses four quantisation levels in it's phase-key and it has subsequently been observed that it has four phase-keys that perfectly decrypt it. One of these four keys is R2 and the others are found to be a variation of R2, where the relative phase shift between each individual pixel of the phase-key remains the same as R2. The three other masks are R2 plus a phase shift and that phase shift is equal to that of the quantisation shift, i.e. 90 (see Figure 6 ) because there are four quantisation levels and four 90 shifts gives us a full 360 revolution. This situation arises due to the fact that we are not interested in R1 in the decryption process or the output phase and only the output intensity. Figure 7 shows the four phase-keys that perfectly decrypt the system.
NRMS for the phase-keys in the order that they were tested The fact that there are four phase-keys that decrypt the system makes logical sense beings as we are only looking for the intensity of the image, the relative phase of the pixels is the only thing that matters. Therefore in a system with 256 quantisation levels there are 256 masks that can perfectly decrypt the system. Figure 8 shows the NRMS plot for a further six runs for the same input image. R2 is randomly generated at the start of every experiment so is different in each run. Each run consistently gave four correct masks. 
CONCLUSION
Although it was observed that a system with 256 quantisation levels will have 256 phase-keys that perfectly decrypt the system, it should be noted that because the size of the key-space is dependant on the number of quantisation levels, i.e.
from the end of section 1
where Q is the number of quantisation levels, an increased number of quantisation levels will produce a much larger key-space. So it is infact advantageous to the security of the system to have more quantisation levels.
The optical encryption system has the majority of its phase-keys centred at about 95% error. For larger masks, > 128×128 pixels, the size of key-space is so larger that any brut force method of mapping the entire key-space is unrealistic with today's computers. Although there exists certain techniques which can find a phase-key that produces low errors such as 10% 17 from a key-space standpoint the encryption system is a strong one.
